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ABSTRACTS 
Edited by ALBERT C. LEWIS 
The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of 
each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all 
books, articles, and other materials in the field. 
Books for abstracting and event/ml review should be sent 10 this depurtmenf. Materials 
should be sent to Dr. Albert C. Lewis, Bertrand Russell Editorial Project, McMaster Uni- 
versity, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4M2, Canada. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of 
publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion, as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need volun- 
teers willing to cover one or more journals for this department. 
Readers interested in receiving a computer-readable version of the abstracts, beginning 
with # 1 I .3.1, are invited to write to the Abstracts Editor. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which 
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first 
number indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third the sequential 
number within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume I I, Numtier I are num- 
bered: 11.1.1, 11.1.2, 11.1.3, etc. The abstract numbers of books are italicized. 
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there 
are abstracts by Victor Albis, Albert C. Lewis, and Carry J. Tee. 
Al BIS-GONZALEZ, V. S. 1984. Un programa de investigacibn en la historia de la matematica de un pais 
la( noamericano. Quipu. Revista Larinoamericunu de Hisforiu de /OS Ciencius y lu Tecnologfa 1, 391- 
400. An in-progress project on the history of mathematics in COLOMBIA is presented in order to induce 
sirililar projects in Latin American countries. The project consists of five subprograms: National 
Mllthematical Bibliography; Prehispanic Mathematics: art and geometry; Prehispanic Mathematics: 
Ia4 guage and mathematics; transmission and acceptance of European science in colonial times: mathe- 
mi tics and education in the 19th century and early 20th century. A METHODOLOGY is suggested and 
solne of the final results of the project are discussed briefly. (VA) #12.2. I 
AI ONSO, MARCOS MAT~AS. 1984. Medidus indigenus de longifttd. Mexico: Centro de lnvestigaciones y  
Ejtudios Superiores en Antropologia Social. 106 pp. Cuadernos de la Casa Chata, No. 94. A study of 
tht, native Mexican linear measures and their use during the colonial times in MEXICO based on extant 
arc,hives. (VA) #12.2.2 
A# BOLEDA. L. C. 1982. Consideraciones metodol6gicas sobre el aporte de MAURICE FR~CHET a 10s 
conienzos de la topologia general. Lec1ura.s Mutetncitic~us (Bogotri) 3, 69-79. The contribution of 
Frkhet to POINT SET TOPOLOGY. in particular, the controversy BOURBAKI vs Fr&het et (I/. on the use 
ofthe notions of COUNTARILITY and SEQUENTIAL CONVERGENCE is analyzed.(VA) #12.2.3 
AI.BOLEDA, L. C. 1982. La Historia de las ciencias y  la ensetianza de las matemiticas. In Metnoriu de/ 
Seminurio de Historia de /OS Ciencius. Pulmiru, March 1982. pp. 44-51. Palmira: Universidad Na- 
cicnal de Colombia. PEDAGOGICAL value of the history of sciences, in particular of mathematics. (VA) 
#12.2.4 
AI BOLEDA, L. C. 1984. Sobre el rigor del pensamiento matemitico. In Probletnas de lo cienciu 
co7tetnporcineu. pp. 5-17. Cali: Universidad del Valle. An introductory study on the conceptions of 
RI~~OR in mathematics as a central theme of the PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. (VA) #12.2.5 
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AUSEJO MARTINEZ, ELENA, AND HORMIGON BLANQUEZ. MARIANO. 1984. Darwinismo y  matemati- 
US. In Actas II Congreso de lu Sociedud Esputiolu de Historicr de las Ciencius. Mariano Hormigon. 
ed.. Vol. I, pp. 305-318. DARWINISM and mathematics. KARL PEARSON. VITO VOLTERRA. (ACL) 
#12.2.6 
AYOUB, RAYMOND. 1984. The lemniscate and Fagnano’s contributions to ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS. Ar- 
chive for History of Exact Sciences 29, 131-149. GIULIO FAGNANO. (ACL) #l2.2.7 
AZNAR GARCIA, JOSEP. 1984. Contribution a la historia de la matematica espatiola de finales del XIX: 
Luis G. Gasco (1846-1899) y  el “Archive de Matematicas.” In Actas II Congreso de la Sociedad 
Espafiola de Historia de lus Ciencias, Mariano Hormigon, ed.. Vol. 2, pp. 47-60. LUIS GONZAGA 
GASCO Y ALBERT. (ACL) #12.2.8 
BELTRAN, ENRIQUE. 1984. La Historia de la ciencia en America Latina. Quipu. Revista Latinoameri- 
cana de Historiu de /as Ciencias y la Tecnologiu &l-23. HISTORY OF SCIENCE. LATIN AMERICA. (VA) 
#12.2.9 
BERGGREN, J. L. 1984. History Of GREEK mathematics: A survey of recent research. HM l&394-410. 
WL) #12.2. IO 
BIERMANN, KURT-R. 1984. Was sie trennte, war starker als das. was sie verband. Vertrieb Lambert 
Euler aus Berlin? Spectrum 15,29-31. A shortened version of the talk given by the author at the 1983 
Euler conference in Berlin. On the problematic relationship between L. EULER and J. H. LAMBERT 
during Euler’s residence in Berlin in the 1760s. (ACL) #12.2.1 I 
BIERMANN, KURT-R. 1984. Zur Kombinatorik in der Antike. NTM: Schrtftenreihe far Geschichte der 
Naturwissenschaft. Technik und Medicin 21.67-68. A reconstruction of a COMBINATORIAL problem in 
antiquity attributed by Plutarch to CHRYSIPPUS. (ACL) #12.2.12 
BINDER, CH. 1984. Alfred Tauber (1866-1942). Ein osterreichischer Mathematiker. Juhrhuch 
uberblicke Mathemutik 1984, pp. 151-166. Mannheim/Wien/Ztirich: Bibliographisches Institut. Life 
and work of the Austrian mathematician ALFRED TAUBER. including a listing of lectures and col- 
leagues at the University of Vienna and bibliography of works by and about him. (ACL) # 12.2.13 
BIRKHOFF, GARRETT. AND KREYSZIG, ERWIN. 1984. The establishment of FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. 
HM 11. 258-321. (ACL) #12.2.14 
CAMPOS, ALBERTO. 1980. El sueiio de Hilbert y  el teorema de Godel. Mutemdtica: ensetiunzu universi- 
taria No. 15 (June), 3-18. HILBERT’S SECOND PROBLEM and subsequent work on it by Hilbert himself. 
ACKERMANN, BERNAYS, HERBRAND. VON NEUMANN, and G~DEL is analyzed from an elementary and 
historical point of view. (VA) #12.2.15 
CARO. EDUARDO. 1979. Las fracciones continuas. Matemdticu: ensetianzu universifuriu. No. IO 
(March). 38-55. A short historical introduction to CONTINUED FRACTIONS. (VA) #12.2.16 
CARRERAS GARGALLO, ALBERTO. 1984. Evolution y  teoria de 10s sistemas. In Auras If Congreso de la 
Sociedad Espatiolu de Historia de las Ciencias. Mariano Hormigon. ed.. Vol. I, pp. 351-363. Evolu- 
tion and SYSTEMS THEORY. (ACL) #12.2.17 
CHATTERJI, S. D.. et al., eds. 1984. Juhrbuch iiberblicke Mathemutik 1984. MannheimiWienlZiirich: 
Bibliographisches Institut. 275 pp. Illustrated. Paperbound 44 DM. Mathematical Surveys. Vol. 17. 
Papers by B. Fuchssteiner, A. Schaal, F. Neuman, J. Schonbeck, J. Kurzweil, H. Lenz, C. Binder, S. 
D. Chatteji. J. Heinhold, D. Laugwitz (2), H. Reitberger. and G. Frei are abstracted separately. 
(XL) #12.2.18 
CHATTERJI, S. D. 1984. TAUBER’S THEOREM-A few historical remarks. In Juhrbuch iiberblhke 
Mathematik 1984. Chattetji ef al., eds., pp. 167-175. Mannheim/Wien/ZIirich: Bibliographisches Insti- 
tut. (ACL) #12.2. I9 
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CL,,GETT, MARSHALL. 1984. Archimedes in the Middle Ages, Vol. 5, Quasi-Archimedean geometry in 
the thirteenth century. A supplementary volume comprising the “Liber de mom” of Gerurd of Brus- 
sels, the “Liber philotegni” of Jordanus de Nemore together udth its longer version knoH,n as the 
” LI ber de triangulis lordani”, and an appended text of John Dee’s “Inventu circu illam coni recti 
atq te rectanguli sectionem quue ub antiqtris mathemuticis purabolu uppellubutrrr.” Philadelphia: 
Am erican Philosophical Society. 2 vols. Illustrated. $50.00. (Memoirs of the American Philosophical 
SOC iety, Vol. 157, Parts A and B.) See #1778 for Vol. 4. (ACL) #32.2.20 
COI)KE, ROGER. 1984. The mathematics of Sonyu Kovulevskuya. New York: Springer. xiii + 234 pp. 
Illustrated. Hardbound $29.80. Six of the nine chapters are devoted to placing SONYA KOVA- 
LE~~KAYA’S work in the context of 19th-century analysis. The remaining give selected details of her 
life Reference is made to biographies by Ann Hibner Koblitz (see #/2.2.50) and P. Ya. Kochina for 
fur her details. Six appendices provide mathematical background. (ACL) #12.2.21 
DAILJBEN, JOSEPH W.. ed. 1985. The history of muthematics from untiquity to the present: A selective 
bib’iography. New York: Garland Press. xxxix + 467 pp. $80.00. The collaboration of 49 scholars, 
umier the guidance of J. W. Dauben, has produced the indispensable BIBLIOGRAPHY for initial orienta- 
tioti in the field of history of mathematics or any part thereof. It provides a critically annotated, 
subject-classified. listing of 2384 items. The main headings are: general reference works, source 
ma erials, general histories of mathematics, chronological periods, subdisciplines (algebra through 
topology), and “selected topics” (including mathematics education, sociology of mathematics, philos- 
opl~y of mathematics, regional studies, women in mathematics). There are indexes to the authors and 
to tames appearing in titles or annotations. (ACL) #12.2.22 
DESCARTES. RENA? 1951. Los principos de /afilosoficr. Buenos Aires: Losada. 247 pp. Spanish transla- 
tioll of Principiu philosophiae directly from the Latin original, by Gregorio Halperin. (VA) #/2.2.23 
DE VRIES, HANS LUDWIG. 1984. Historical notes on Steiner systems. Discrete muthemutics 52, 293- 
297. JULIUS PL~~CKER in 1835 published the first STEINER SYSTEMS, in particular S(2,3.9) and the 
get era1 Steiner triple systems S(2,3.m) = STS(m). (ACL) #13.2.24 
EC~EVERRIA EZPONDA, JAVIER. 1984. La geometria Leibniciana: De la perspectiva al analysis situs. 
In 4ctas II Congreso de la Sociedad Espatiolu de Historia de lus Ciencius. Mariano Hormigon. ed.. 
Vol. 3, pp. 69-78. LEIBNIZ’S geometry from the perspective of analysis situs. (ACL) #12.2.25 
ENROS, PHILIP C. 1984. KENNETH 0. MAY-Bibliography. HM 11, 380-393. (ACL) #12.2.26 
ESI’INOSA BAQUERO, ARMANDO. 1982. Algunas contribuciones de la ciencia y  la tecnologia hispano- 
americanas durante la epoca colonial. In Memoria de1 Seminario de Historiu de lus C’iencius. Pulmiru, 
Mo rch 1982, pp. 52-60. Palmira: Universidad National de Colombia. LATIN AMERICAN scientific and 
technological contributions during COLONIAL TIMES. (VA) #12.2.27 
FCILKERTS, MENSO. 1984. HELMUTH GERICKE: On the occasion of his 75th birthday. HM 11,253-257. 
Pb,tograph. (ACL) #1X2.28 
FR~NKSEN, 0. I. 1984. Mr. Babbage’s secret. The role of a cypher-and APL. Birkerod: Strandbergs 
Forlag. 318 pp. Detailed wide-ranging study of CHARLES BABBAGE’S work on CRYPTOGRAPHY. (GJT) 
#12.2.29 
FRX G. 1984. FELIX KLEIN (1849-1925)-A biographical sketch. In Jahrbuch L’berblicke Muthe- 
mutik 1984, S. D. Chatterji et a/., eds., pp. 229-254. Mannheim/Wien/Ztirich: Bibliographisches Insti- 
tut Makes use of some material from the Klein Nachlass in Gottingen. (ACL) #12.2.30 
FUCHSSTEINER, B. 1984. Soliton-Gleichungen. In Jahrbuch iiberblicke Muthematik 1984, S. D. Chat- 
ter i et al., eds., pp. 9-36. Mannheim/Wien/Ztirich: Bibliographisches Institut. SOLITON EQUATIONS. 
JO~TN SCOT-T RUSSEL (1808-1882). (ACL) #12.2.31 
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GARCIA CAMARERO. E. 1984. La matematica en la Espdiia del siglo XIX. In Actus /I Congreso de IN 
Sociedud Espuriolu de Historiu de /as Ciencius. Mariano Hormigbn, ed., Vol. 2, pp. I IS-130. Mathe- 
matics in 19th.century SPAIN. (ACL) #12.2.32 
GOLDSTEIN. BERNARD R. 1984. ERATOSTHENES on the “measurement” ofthe Earth. HM 11,41 l-416. 
(XL) #12.2.33 
GRABINER, JUDITH V. 1984. ARTIFICIAI. INTELLIGENCE: Debates about its use and abuse. HM 11, 
471-480. (ACL) #12.X34 
GRAY, JEREMY. 1984. Workshop on the History of Mathematics. 14-15 April 1984. HM 11, 323-324. 
(ACL) #lx?.35 
HALLETT, MICHAEL. 1984. Cuntoriun set theory und limitution ofsize. New York: Oxford University 
Press (Clarendon). xxii + 343 pp. Hardbound $32.50. Oxford Logic Guides, 10. Aims to trace the 
foundations of SET THEORY to their historical and conceptual source. The first of the book’s two parts 
presents a historical and philosophical account of GEORG CANTOR’S metaphysical and mathematical 
theories of infinity. The author considers this analysis the prerequisite for the second part which 
focuses on the modern role of “limitation of size” which he asserts stems from Cantor’s metaphysical 
doctrine of Absolute infinity. (ACL) #12.2.36 
HAWKINS, THOMAS. 1984. The Erlunger Progrumm of FELIX KLEIN: Reflections on its place in the 
history of mathematics. HM 11, 442-470. (ACL) #12.2.37 I 
HEINHOLD. J. 1984. Erinnerungen an eine Epoche Mathematik in Miinchen (1930-1960). In Juhrbuch 
iiherblicke Muthemutik 1984. S. D. Chatteji ef ul., eds.. pp. 177-209. Mannheim/Wien/Ziirich: Biblio- 
graphisches Institut. Recollections of a mathematical epoch in MUNICH. Mathematicians the author 
describes are from both the technical college and the university and include Tietze, Perron. Hartogs, 
CarathCodory, Sommerfeld, Boerner. Faber, Baldus, Lense. Ldbell, Sauer. and Baier. Photographs. 
(ACL) #12.2.38 
HENDERSON, HAROLD V.. PUKELSHEIM, FRIEDRICH, AND SEARLE, SHAYLE R. 1983. On the history of 
the Kronecker product. Lineur und Multilineur Algrbru 14, 113-120. The matrix operation known as 
the tensor product. direct product, or KRONECKER PRODUCT was first published by JOHANN GEORG 
ZEHFUSS in 1858. (GJT) #11.2.39 
HILBERT, DAVID. 1981. Los problemas de Hilbert. Lecturus Mutrmdticus (Bogorb) 2, 113-224. Span- 
ish translation of HILBERT’S PROBLEMS. (VA) #1?.2.40 
H~SLE, VITTORIO. 1984. Zu Platens Philosophie der Zahlen und deren mathematischer und philo- 
sophischer Bedeutung. Theologie und Philosophic Vierteljuhresschrift 59, 321-355. On PLATO’S phi- 
losophy of numbers and its mathematical and philosophical significance. The author wishes to analyze 
Plato’s conception of how number arises from “one-ness” and “two-ness,” and the related concept of 
a reduction of the infinitely many to two-ness. He finds this concept not only in Hegel but in G. PEANO 
and L. E. J. BROUWER. (ACL) #12.1.41 
HOGENDIJK, J. P. 1985. Ibn uCHuytham’.s Completion of the conks. New York/Berlin/Heidelberg/ 
Tokyo: Springer-Verlag. 417 pp. Illustrated. Index. Bibliography. Hardbound $98.00. Transcription 
and English translation with notes of the medieval Arabic reconstruction of the lost Book VIII of 
APOLLONIUS OF PERGA’S Conks by Al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan IBN AL-HAYTHAM (Alhazen in Latinized 
form). The Completion is the only extani medieval reconstruction of a lost Greek mathematical work 
and survives in only one manuscript. of unknown date. A commentary, glossary, and summary in 
modern notation are included. (ACL) #12.2.d2 
HORMIGON. MARIANO. 1984. El paradigma Hilbertiano en Espaiia. In Actus II Congreso de lu So- 
ciedud Espuriolu de Historiu de /us Ciencius, Mariano Hormigbn, ed., Vol. 2. pp. 193-21 I. The 
HILBERT paradigm in SPAIN. #12.2.43 
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JANICH, PETER, ed. 1984. Method&he Philosophie. Beitriige zum BeRriindrtnXsproblem der exukten 
Wisj enschuften in Auseinandersetzung mit Hugo Dingier. Mannheim/Wien/Ztirich: Bibliographisches 
lnstitut. 128 pp. Paperbound 29.80 DM. Reworked presentations given at a 1981 colloquium devoted to 
the Iyork and influence of HUGO DINGLER, born in 1881. The papers, discussing “methodical philoso- 
phy ’ and its relevance in the FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, chronometry. and physics, are by J. 
Mittzlstrass, F. Kambartel, J. Wilier. W. Krdmpf. G. Wolters. R. lnhetveen. H. Tetens. P. Lorenzen. 
and P. Janich. (ACL) #12.2.44 
JONi:.S, CHARLES V., ENROS. PHILIP C., AND TROPP, HENRY S. 1984. KENNETH 0. MAY, 1915-1977. 
His early life to 1946. HM 11, 359-379. Photograph. (ACL) #12.2.45 
KABZEL, HELMUT, AND SORENSEN, KAY, editors. 1984. Wundel von Begriffsbildungen in der Mathe- 
mum 1. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. ix + 286 pp. 80.00 DM. The works in this 
COI. .ECTION illustrate or analyze CONCEPTUAL CHANGE in mathematics during the last hundred years 
and, have been chosen because, through their clarification of topics, they have affected the teaching of 
mat/tematics in colleges and schools. Papers, all in German, are by H. Karzel. J. Steiner, V. Brun. A. 
Haar, G. Birkhoff, J. von Neumann, H. Cartan, 0. Teichmiiller, R. Baer, E. Sperner. F. Bachmann. 
T. !Izele, H.-J. Kowalsky, K. Sorensen, W. Benz, W. Leissner. H. Schaeffer, W. Heise, and H. 
SeylJold. (ACL) #12.2.46 
KE~INEDY. E. S., colleagues and former students. 1983. Studies in the Islamic exuct sciences, David 
A. King and Mary Helen Kennedy, eds. Beirut: American University of Beirut. 771 pp. Illustrations. 
lndt,x. Hardbound $80.00. Photographically reproduced reprints of seventy works by E. S. Kennedy. 
some jointly with others. on ISLAMIC mathematics, astronomy, and astrology. Includes indexes to 
mar uscripts cited and to “sexagesimal numerical parameters” as well as a general index. (ACL) 
#12.2.47 
KEI TI?SZ, ANDOR. 1983. Georg Cantor (184%1918)-Schopfer der Mengenlehre. Actu Historicu 
Leo~oldinu. Abhandlungen aus dem Archiv fiir Geschichte der Naturf~orschrtng und Medizin der 
Deqtschen Akudemie der Nuturforscher Leopoldinu 15, l-l 18. Manfred Stern has completed the 
maruscript which Kertesz left incomplete on his death in 1974 at age 45. Though brief and relying 
larg:ly on secondary sources, this account of GEORG CANTOR includes 23 illustrations of manuscripts. 
portraits. documents, and memorial tablets, and a listing, based on handwritten and published Univer- 
sity records, of Cantor’s lectures at Halle, 1869-1915. (ACL) #12.2.48 
KN,\PP, H. G. 1983. Unscharfer Begriff und Theoriendynamik-mathematische Grdsse in Altertum 
und Mittelalter. Gruzer Philosophische Studien 20, 199-217. S. Korner’s concept of “inexact con- 
cep s” and the dynamics of theory applied to the study of mathematical quantities in antiquity and the 
mid.ile ages. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. (ACL) # 12.2.49 
KOIILITZ, ANN HIBNER. 1983. A convergence of lives. SOFIA KOVALEVSKA~A: Scientist, writer. revo- 
lrrtirmuq. Boston/Basel/Stuttgart: Birkhauser. xx + 305 pp. Detailed biography of the first profes- 
siodal female mathematician, making extensive use of archives in the USSR and in Sweden. (GJT) 
#12.2.50 
KU~UWEIL, J. 1984. The integral as a limit of integral sums. In Juhrbuch ijberblicke Mathematik 1984. 
S. ft. Chattetji et al., eds., pp. 105-136. Mannheim/Wien/Ziirich: Bibliographisches lnstitut. PERRON- 
KuIMWEIL INTEGRAL. (ACL) #12.2.51 
LAIIGERMANN. Y. T., AND HOGENDIJK, J. P. 1984. A hitherto unknown Hellenistic treatise on the 
REGULAR POLYHEDRA. HM 11. 325-326. # 12.2.52 
LAI IGWITZ, DETLEF. 1984. Fields-Medaillen, Minimalflachen und die Beziehungen zwischen Analysis 
und Geometrie. In Juhrbuch iiberblicke Mathematik 1984, S. D. Chatterji et a/., etls., pp. 213-219. 
Matmheim/Wien/Ziirich: Bibliographisches Institut. An account of MINIMAL SURFACES. the subject of 
a niimber of Fields MEDALISTS. (ACL) #I2253 
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LAY-Y• NG, LAM, AND KANGSHENG, SHEN. 1984. Right-angled triangles in ancient CHINA. ArchiueJbr 
History of Exact Sciences 30, 87-l 12. PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM. (ACL) #12.2.54 
LENZ, H. 1984. Aus dem mathematischen Werk von Friedrich Bachmann. In Juhrbuch ijherblicke 
Mathematik 1984, S. D. Chatterji et al., eds., pp. 137-150. Mannheim/Wien/Ztirich: Bibliographisches 
Institut. Summary of work by FRIEDRICH BACHMANN in plane geometry. (ACL) #12.2.55 
LLERAS, FRANCISCO. 1979. La geometria de Euclides. Mufemdticu: Ertseriunzu universituriu, No. I I 
(August). 33-42. Elementary considerations on EUCLID’S postulates and constructions with straight- 
edge and compass. GAUSS. LOBACHEVSKII. MASCHERONI. (VA) #12.2.56 
LLOYD, E. KEITH. 1984. J. HOWARD REDFIELD. 1879-1944. Journul of Gruph Theory 8, 195-203. 
Redfield, who studied under Frank Morley at Haverford College, took up combinatorial mathematics 
while in his thirties but it was not until many years after his death that the significance of his results was 
realized. (ACL) #12.2.57 
LOBOGUERRERO, FABIOLA DE. 1980. El teorema fundamental del Algebra. Lecturus Maremdficus 
(Bogotd) 1, 43-56. Historical remarks on and analytic proof of the FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF 
ALGEBRA. (VA) #12.2.58 
LOPEZ SANCHEZ, Jo& 1984. Cuba y  Mexico: primeras relaciones cientificas. Quipu. Reuistu La/i- 
noamericana de Historia de /us Ciencius y la Tecnologia 1, 109-118. Scientific relations between 
CUBA and MEXICO. (VA) #12.2.59 
LOSADA, MARY DE. 1978. La historia de la matematica y  el desarrollo de programas de estudio. 
Mufemdricu: Enseiiunzu uniuersituriu. No. 8 (May), 46-63. Mathematics history related to MATHE- 
MATICS TEACHING. (VA) #12.2.60 
LOTZEN. J. 1984. JOSEPH LIOUVILLE’S work on the figures of equilibrium of a rotating mass of fluid. 
Archive for History of Exucf Sciences 30, 113-166. “This paper contains an almost complete recon- 
struction of Liouville’s theory of stability in its historical context. It is based on two manuscripts 
published here for the first time and on numerous calculations in Liouville’s notebooks.” (ACL) 
#12.2.61 
MCMILLAN, N. D. 1984. The analytical reform of Irish mathematics: 1800-1831. Irish Mathemuticul 
Society Newslerfer. No. IO, 61-75. ANALYTICAL NOTATION was introduced, independently from 
England, into the curriculum at Dublin, IRELAND, in 1815. BARTHOLOMEW LLOYD. JOHN BRINKLEY. 
(ACL) #12.2.62 
MAHONEY, MICHAEL S. 1984. Changing canons of mathematical and physical intelligibility in the later 
17th century. HM 11, 417-423. (ACL) #12.2.63 
MAISTROV, L. E., AND PETRENKO, 0. L. 1981. Devices and instruments of historicul signijcunce. 
Machines for computation. [In Russian.] Moscow: Nauka. 158 pp. This illustrated catalog describes 
calculating devices preserved in the USSR. The history of CALCULATING MACHINES is covered in 
considerable detail, including various machines not represented in Soviet collections. (GJT) #12.2.64 
MAYOR, ALBERTO. 1982. La Escuela National de Minas de Medellin y  la educaci6n de la burguesia 
industrial antioqueiia. Reuistu Colombiuna de Sociologiu (Bogotd) 2(2). 23-67. ENGINEERING. AP- 
PLIED MATHEMATICS. Social history and INDUSTRY of COLOMBIA. (VA) #12.2.65 
MEHRTENS, HERBERT. 1984. Anschauungswelt versus Papierwelt: Zur historischen Interpretation der 
Grundlagenkrise der Mathematik. Technische Uniuersitiit Berlin-Dokumentution, Kongresse ctnd 
Tagungen 19, 231-276. A historico-sociological study of the foundational “crisis” in mathematics in 
the early 20th century. The author addresses the question of why intuitionism versus formalism be- 
came an issue of concern to mathematicians and notjust to philosophers of mathematics. The establish- 
ment of FOUNDATIONS as a research area is seen as the outcome of the “crisis.” (ACL) #12.2.66 
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MEIIRTENS, HERBERT, AND RICHTER, STEFFEN. eds. 1980. Naturwissenschufr, Technik and NS- 
IdecJogie: Beirriige zar Wissenschafrsgeschich14 des Dritren Reichs. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp. 
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